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Th e present study sets forth the results of the archaeozoological 

investigations in sites of the Bronze Age, in SW Romania, located into 

dissimilar areas: the lower regions of the Banat and the Danube Valley. 

Th e former one includes the next sites: Foeni - Gomila Lupului (Vatina 

Culture)1, Foeni - Cimitirul Ortodox (Gornea-Orleşti Culture)2 and 

Corneşti - “Cornet” (Vatina Culture)3. Together, the sites provided about 

4,177 faunal remains (Table 1). Th e settlements are placed in the fl at alluvial 

plain between Mureş and Timiş rivers, on natural rises above the plain. Th e 

region has a high water table, which combined with the low angle of decline 

in the plain causes frequent fl ooding and seasonal formation of swamps in 

the surroundings. Th e density of the hydrographical network must have 

been largely in the past; today many branches of the rivers that cross the 

region have been fi lled naturally by alluvium or are dry. Th e region has a 

temperate continental climate with Mediterranean infl uences. Quaternary 

alluvio-deluvial deposits, loessoid deposits, overlie the relief. It was a forest-

steppe region, at least partially covered with plain forests, mostly along the 

watercourses formerly. At present, secondary meadows and agricultural 

crops, with sparse oak groves dominate the landscape. 

Th e site Gornea - Păzărişte (Vatina Culture)4 is placed in the southern 

Banat, on the middle terrace of the Danube, in the large depression of 

Sicheviţa. On the Danube bank (under pastures) and on the basin slopes 

(under mixed oak patches) argillic brown soils and luvic ones are spread. 
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Th ey have a medium fertility, especially for grasslands. Alluvial soils 

are developed on the lowest Danube bank, at present time fl ooded. Th e 

diversity of biotopes assured the development of a very rich fl ora and fauna 

during the time. Th e Mediterranean infl uences in the local climate are more 

pronounced; consequently mixed oak forests with thermopile elements 

(lime, elm, ash) are yet well developed so far. Th e sample collected from the 

settlement totals no more than 800 bones. 

Th e sites from Ostrovul Corbului – Botul Cliuciului5 are located on an 

island of the Danube, 16 km down river from Drobeta Turnu-Severin city, 

between 911-916 riverine km. Geographically, the island is placed at the limit 

between the Blahniţa Plain and Bălăciţa Piedmont (200-300 m altitudes). 

Th e temperate continental climate with Mediterranean infl uences (the 

highest yearly average of temperature in Romania) agreed for a diversifi ed 

fl ora and fauna from Prehistory downwards. Th e river and its fl ooded 

plain, the neighboring higher plateaus covered by deciduous mixed forests, 

off ered otherwise, conditions fi t for breeding and agriculture. 

Th e multileveled site has been deserved a special attention and the 

archaeological researches performed during 1970-1984 produced an 

impressive amount of materials exemplifying all epochs, from Epipalaeolithic 

to Middle Age. On the whole, the mentioned habitations furnished 10,500 

bones. About 5,517 bones exemplifying Glina, Verbicioara and Gârla Mare 

Cultures (Bronze Age) were introduced in this analyse. 

For now, only the sample of the Glina level (the fi nal phase6) at Ostrovul 

Corbului7 gave us some ideas about the Early Bronze Age fauna in the zone. 

Th e faunal sample counts in 1,776 bones of which, the mammal remains 

total 88.9 %. Th e fi sh bones sum no more than 2.5 %; the shells represent 

8.6 %; the results suggest that fi shing and gathering would have played 

some role in diet, their exploitation having a seasonal character. In broad 

lines it supposes: the mammal exploitation, especially of cattle, pig, and 

sheep/goat is the pregnant note of the economic activities, by site function. 

Cattle with 21 % (as MNI, minimum number individuals) are the principal 

species in community supplying. For certain, the pig (18.7 %), by the side of 

caprovines (17.3 %) completed the community needs. Th e rare horse bones 

call in question his using in consumption. Casting a glance on the wild/ 

domestic ratio (with a value of 38.7/ 61.3 % on MNI) the major role of the 

hunting in the economic activities was supposed.

Table 1 - Th e species frequencies in sites of the Middle Bronze Age in 

the Banat Plain (as MNI)
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Site
Corneşti-

Cornet

Foeni-Gomila 

Lupului

Foeni-Cimitirul 

Ortodox

Gornea-Pă-

zărişte

Culture Vatina Vatina Gornea-Orleşti Vatina

Bos taurus 26.4 18.2 28 16.4

Sus domesticus 20.9 17.3 19.7 23

Ovis/Capra 11.6 20.5 21 8.7

Equus caballus 9.3 14.4 2.5 -

Cervus elaphus 14 14.4 14 18.6

Sus ferrus 6.2 5.7 3.8 8.7

Bos primigenius 4.6 0.9 2.5 3.2

Capreolus c. 3.8 2.8 3.1 2.1

Other species 3.2 5.8 5.4 19.3

Domestics 69 73 74.5 54

Wilds 31 27 25.4 46

Total sample 856 805 2,402 919

Red deer was the most exploited species (20 %) in between wild species 

followed by wild boar (9.3 %) and roe deer (5.3 %). Th e capture of the beaver, 

marten would have had a fortuitous character, to restrain their damaging 

action. Analogies with the fauna spectrum from the eponymous station at 

Glina8 bring out some diff erence between sites. In this connection, cattle 

total 48.7 % (as MNI), followed by caprovines with 23.9 % and pig with 10.2 

% at Glina. Th e red deed makes no more than 3.4 % even if the settlement is 

located in a lower zone; reach in waters, with spots of forest. Th e region was 

entirely forested (Vlăsia forest) by gone9. In all, the wild mammal remains 

represent 2.6 % as fragments and 12.7 % as MNI. Several factors would be 

accountable for the inconclusive data: smaller samples, below 2,000 pieces, 

some chronological diff erences, bio-geographic local peculiarities.

In Verbicioara level (the IIIrd phase10) cattle reduce the frequency up to 

17.8 %, the small ruminants bulk large, (22.2 %), followed by pig with 15.6 

%. None horse remains were found. Th e wilds’ ratio approximates to 40 %, 

in accordance with the Glina level. Relating to game, the reed deer was the 

most exploited mammal, totalling 20 %, followed by wild boar with 13.3 % 
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and roe deer with just 2.2 %. To conclude we must admit that, the small 

ruminants bulk large, cattle somewhat diminish the quota, together with 

the pig, vs. the earlier habitation (Table 2).

Table 2 - Th e species frequencies in the Bronze Age levels at Ostrovul 

Corbului (as MNI)

Culture Glina Verbicioara Gârla Mare

Bos taurus 21.3 17.8 14.4

Sus domesticus 18.7 15.6 20.9

Ovis/Capra 17.3 22.2 15.2

Equus caballus 1.3 - 1.6

Cervus elaphus 20 20 26.4

Sus ferrus 9.3 13.3 8.8

Bos primigenius - - 1.6

Capreolus c. 5,3 2.2 2.4

Other species 6.6 8.8 8.8

Domestics 61.3 60 56.7

Wilds 38.7 40 43.3

Total sample 1,776 1,266 2,475

Also, the environmental conditions didn’t alter too much for the 

duration of two habitations, as the domestic/wild ratio shows it. It is 

diffi  cult to argue the declining of bovines’ quota compensated by sheep/

goat increasing in conditions of a sample quite modest. Possibly, several 

adjustments (reorientations) in the local strategies of breeders would 

have turned out during the temporal sequence illustrated by our sample. 

Some analogies for the faunal data from Verbicioara level off er Rogova11 

and Verbiţa12 analyses (coeval sites); both settlements are located at some 

distance afar off  the Danube, at the contact between Blahniţa Plain and 

Bălăciţa Piedmont. Th eir faunal analyses blankly strengthen our data: a 

rising of caprovines quota, associated with a slightly declining of cattle 

percent. After statistics, cattle total just 23.3 % at Verbiţa and 29.8 % at 

Rogova. Th e small ruminants are quoted with 23 % at Rogova and 43.3 % 

at Verbiţa. Pig records 22-23 % in both sites. To some extent the data are 

consistent with Ostrovul Corbului; but the local conditions dissimilar from 
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the Danube Valley, as well as other factors would argue, the switchover of 

animal husbandry to sheep/goat breeding at Verbiţa. Excepting Rogova, 

diggings will not perform in aforesaid sites, in after years, to provide us 

new archaeozoological information.

Starting with the Gârla Mare habitation (the classic phase13) a “turnover” 

in animal economy possibly befell. In this connexion, an obvious declining of 

cattle quota up to 15.5 %, compensated by an intensifying of pig exploitation 

(20.4 %), and a sustained hunting (over 50 %) are noted. Th e rising of 

hunting rate would be partially explained by climatic alterations that would 

have happened around 1400 BC. Along the Bronze Age, especially up to its 

fi nal phase a new late Subboreal cooling14 took place. Th e weather cooling 

favoured the woods’ expansion in the lower regions, mostly along the 

riversides.  Th e decline of big and small ruminants’ breeding (animals with 

specifi c requirements of keeping) and the orientation towards hunting and 

exploitation of mammals without special demands of fodder (pig) could be 

a response to environment alterations. As well as socio-historical factors 

could be responsible for that impasse of the animal husbandry. 

With confi dence, the horse beef were used in diet for the period of the 

Bronze Age in the mentioned settlements. Reduced percentages (lesser than 

3 %) are noted in the levels from Ostrovul Corbului, regardless of culture. 

Th e dog was an insignifi cant element in the economy; it is hard to say if the 

species was consumed. 

About analogies with Gârla Mare level, a single site with a faunal analyse 

is Livade.  It belongs to Dubovac-Žuto-Brdo Culture and is located on the 

right bank of the Danube, face-to-face of Ostrovul Corbului15. According to 

data, at Livate the animal economy focused on cattle exploitation (37 %), 

followed by pig (27.5 %) and sheep/goat with a lesser percent, 13.9 %. Th e 

horse played a minor role as the 3.4 % show it. Th e contribution of the game 

in the community supplying is reduced, below 15 %. An appraisal of the two 

faunal spectra brings out few similarities, closed only to the same position, 

in the vicinity of the Danube. At all, the high quotas of pig, the declining of 

caprovines and the practice of fi shing, gathering during warm time are the 

main common traits.

Th e age class kill-off  patterns (Table 3) reveal some aspects in case of 

the cattle: a lower quota of juvenile exemplars, about 6-11 % in Glina level, 

absent in Verbicioara level. Th e sub-adults total no more than 16-20 % 

in all levels. Th e age-class profi les point to a dominance of adult-mature 

specimens, as follows: 75 % in Glina habitation, 80 % in Verbicioara and 72 

% in Gârla Mare. Th ese results argue for the using of cattle mainly for diary 

products, traction, meet and hide. 
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Table 3 – Th e age profi les at Ostrovul Corbului

Glina level Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 6.2 18.7 62.5 12.5

Ovis/Capra 0 15.3 53.8 30.6

Sus dom. 35.7 35.7 14.3 14.3

Verbicioara Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 0 20 33.3 46.6

Ovis/Capra 11.1 44.4 22.2 22.2

Sus dom. 33.3 11.1 55.5 0

Gârla Mare Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 11.1 16.7 44.4 27.8

Ovis/Capra 15.8 31.6 36.9 15.7

Sus dom. 19.2 23.1 46.1 11.5

Some diff erences are noticeable in case of small ruminants’ slaughtering, 

as follows: the exploitation of the species is mainly for by products in Glina 

habitation. In this context, the juvenile and sub-adults animals represent 

merely 15.3 %, the adult-matures account more than 80 %. Th e juvenile/ sub-

adults to adult-matures ratio are equal, about 50/50 % in Verbicioara and 

Gârla Mare levels. No changes in the age profi le occur in case of pig during 

Verbicioara and Gârla Mare habitations. As much, the juvenile/ sub-adults 

to adult/ matures ratio is equal in both cases (Table 3). Th e Glina profi le 

makes exception, showing a highest rate of animals killed in juvenile/sub-

adult stages (two thirds).  Th e sample of the horse is too reduced to make 

some remark on the age class distribution.

Th e earliest Bronze Age site with a faunal analyse in the Banat plain, is 

Foeni – Cimitirul Ortodox, dated at the end of the Early Bronze/beginning 

of Middle Bronze (Gornea-Orleşti Culture)16. For the moment17 the data 

foreshadow a formal dominance of cattle (28 % as MNI), followed by 

caprovines (21 %) and pig (19.7 %). Th e use of the horse beef in diet is 

negligible, the species totalling no more than 2.5 %. By the side of farming, 

the hunting of a big game had also an important contribution to diet, allowing 

for the percent, 25.4 %. Between wild species the red deer is quoted with 14 

%, the wild swine, roe deer, aurochs totaling less than 4 % each one (Table 
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1).  We dare say that the exploitation of aquatic resources was practiced on 

large scale, as the faunal data disagree.

Enlarging upon the results furnished by the faunal samples from Foeni 

– Gomila Lupului (Vatina Culture)18 and Corneşti (Vatina Culture) some 

conclusions have been taken for granted. Judging from statistics, outwardly 

the three samples off er similar pictures, about farming but a detailed survey 

emphasizes particular trends. Th erefore, in Vatina sites cattle total no more 

than 18 % (Foeni Gomila Lupului) or 26 % (Corneşti), but yet lesser values 

vs. the previous epoch. Pig ranks the second, with 20.9 % followed by sheep/

goat with just 11.6 % at Corneşti.  At Foeni Gomila Lupului the caprovines 

are the most exploited group, totaling 20.5 %, followed by cattle and pig 

with 17.3 %. At Gornea – Păzărişte (Vatina Culture also) the decline of 

cattle is quite severe; they accumulate merely 16.4 %.  It is beyond dispute 

that in the last case, the diversifi ed local conditions facilitated mostly the 

small animal breeding and a sustained hunting. A similar situation befell 

during Neolithic times19 in the same region. Th e small ruminants have a 

reduced contribution in supplying at the site (8.7 %), prevailing the pig with 

23 %.

In another site of the middle Bronze Age, Pecica (Periam-Pecica 

Culture), located beyond the Mureş, westward from Corneşti, cattle barely 

dominate the faunal spectrum with 21.4 %, pigs and caprovines totalling 19 

% each one. Th e declining of cattle quota is also emphasized in the Early 

Bronze Age levels from Toszeg (Pannonian Plain), where predominate the 

caprovines20 or at Bakonseg-Kádárdomb (18.3 %)21. At Feudvar22, cattle 

total up 11,4 %, vs. caprovines with 31,6 % and pig with 23.8 %. Th e fauna 

from Vinča (Vatina pits) establishes a higher contribution of the game to 

meat supplying, though the site is located in a lower region of the Serbia. 

As well, pig is the most exploited mammal (28.9 %), followed by caprovines 

(21 %) and cattle (14.4 %)23. Th e climatic alteration along the Bronze Age 

favoured the pig breeding; species adapted to a humid and forested habitat. 

Certainly the local environmental conditions (and not only) would have 

infl uenced the pathway of the economic development in each case.

Th e horse remains always are present in Bronze Age sites from Romania, 

inclusively in southwest regions. In late/beginning of Middle Bronze Age 

settlements it was bred mainly for meat, later a switchover in his exploitation 

occurred. Th e utilitarian purpose dominated its exploitation. At Foeni 

- Gomila Lupului the horse is quoted with de 14.4 %, and with 9.3 % at 

Corneşti. Undoubtedly, the increasing of horse importance starting with 

the middle Bronze is tied to needs of defence of fortifi cations by “cavalry 

units”24. At Pecica, the horse has also, an increased quota 11.9 %25.  
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In a fashion, the distribution of wild mammals undergoes little changes 

during the analysed period, but some trends have been observed. Th e 

remains of hunted mammals represent about one third of the total sample 

in the lower regions of the Banat, and a higher quota in the Danube Valley. 

Red deer is the prevalent species among them; it sums up 14 % in the Banat 

Plain and 18.6 % in the Danube Valley. Wild boar ranks the second, its 

percent doesn’t exceed 10 % everywhere.  Aurochs, roe deer, hare, beaver, 

small carnivorous bones complete the faunal lists.  A small amount of 

remains of birds, reptiles, fi sh, and shells preserved/ collected even though, 

the natural conditions favoured their exploitation. Th ere were not found/ 

collected at Foeni Gomila Lupului; they sum below 1 % at Corneşti and 

Gornea Păzărişte, only at Foeni Cimitirul Ortodox represent 6. 2 %. 

With regard to the age class distribution of cattle, the adult-mature 

animals prevail (about 70 %) at Foeni Cimitirul Ortodox, suggesting the 

keeping for by products, than meat. Th eir using at traction is confi rmed 

by some metapodii of oxen. In case of ovicaprins and pig predominate the 

animals held in reserve mainly for meat; thus, upwards of 60 % of presumed 

individuals were killed, at a juvenile/ sub-adult stage. Th e horse was fi rst and 

foremost employed in consumption without excluding its using as draught-

horse. In case of Corneşti, the age class kill-off  patterns (Tab. 4) reveal some 

worthy of note aspects: the cattle age-class profi le points toward dominance 

of adult-mature specimens (67.6 %) vs. juveniles and sub-adults (32.4 %). 

Th ese values suggest the using of cattle for milking, traction, meet and hide 

mostly. In case of pig, the age profi le shows a prevalence of adult-mature 

animals (63 %) also. In case of the horse, the young and sub-adult animals 

represent a lesser proportion, 16.6 %.  Th e adult exemplars quote 41.7 %. In 

the proportion of mature specimens (41.7 %), those killed as young matures 

prevail. Surely, the horse was used as meat source, but its major role would 

have been as traction or riding animal. 26.7 % of the small ruminants were 

killed as juveniles/ sub-adults, 40 % as adults and 33.3 % as matures.

Table 4 – Th e age profi les in sites of the Banat

Foeni “Cimitirul Ortodox” Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 13.6 15.9 47.7 22.7

Ovis/Capra 21.2 45.4 18.1 15.1

Sus domesticus 16.1 45.1 22.5 16.1

Equus caballus 25 25 50
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Foeni „Gomila Lupului” Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 15.8 36.8 10.5 36.8

Ovis/Capra 33.3 33.3 9.5 23.8

Sus domesticus 16.6 44.4 16.6 22.3

Equus caballus 13.3 40.1 46.6

Corneşti Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 11.8 20.6 14.7 52.9

Ovis/Capra 20 6.7 40 33.3

Sus domesticus 33.3 3.8 40.7 22.2

Equus caballus 16.6 41.7 41.7

Gornea „Păzărişte” Juvenile Sub-adult Adult Mature

Bos taurus 6.7 6.7 33.3 53.3

Ovis/Capra 12.5 25 62.5

Sus domesticus 28.5 61.9 9.5

Th e distribution suggests the breeding of small ruminants for meat, 

milk, wool, hide and reproduction. At Foeni Gomila Lupului, cattle and 

caprovines were exploited for meat and by products. In case of pig prevail 

the young/ sub-adult exemplars. As for horse, adults and matures go over 

86.7 %, vs. 13.3 % (the quota of sub-adult animals), Young exemplars were 

not found. Habitually, the inhabitants used the species in the diet as the 

frequency and the age class profi le confi rm it. 

I brief, the above-mentioned data suggest that, the settlements riverain 

to Danube vs. those from the lower region of the Banat developed animal 

economies adapted toward exploitation of local ecosystems. In about all 

cases cattle exploitation, an increased quota of small ruminants/ or pig 

and a sustained hunting supported the economy. Th e remains of hunted 

mammals represent just one third of the total samples in the lower regions 

as opposite to higher values in sites of the Danube Valley. With some 

exceptions the utilitarian purpose dominated their exploitation. All the sites 

have as common element the horse exploitation. In our quantifi cation, dog 

remains were introduced in “other species” besides the mentioned remains. 

Th eir participation to meat supplying was insignifi cant.
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Th e species

Cattle About 2648 remaining bones of cattle were collected from the 

mentioned sites. From the very beginning it could be noted that a small 

amount of complete bones conducive to withers’ height estimations were 

found. Broadly speaking, an average of 119.2 cm (112.4-128.8, n= 4) was 

supposed for bulls in the Banat Plain. A value of 114.2 cm (113.5-114.8, 

n=3) was obtained for cows. 124.1 cm (120.9-129.1, n=3) is the mean value 

for oxen in the same area. Overall we appreciate that the withers’ height 

varies between 113.5-129.1 cm (mean= 119.2 cm) in the Banat Plain. If we 

count out the geldings’ values we should obtain a mean of 117.1 cm. Th e 

withers’ height varies between 103.1-122.1 cm (Matolcsi) (mean= 109.8) in 

the Danube Valley, at Gornea Păzărişte. Values of 103-104 cm characterise 

the females, 122 cm is estimation for a male. In accordance with the revealed 

data, cattle from the Banat Plain were more robust and taller as compare 

to those from the Danube Valley during the Bronze Age. It is notable that, 

in Neolithic sites also, cattle from the low regions were more robust than 

those from the mountainous area of the Banat26; conceivably the greater 

robustness seems to be a characteristic of cattle individuals in the low 

region opposite the south regardless of culture. Also the aurochs individuals 

from the Banat Plain were more robust as compare to those of the southern 

regions, dimensionally well fi tting into the size range of the Panonian area27. 

Certainly the propitious environmental conditions in the plain favoured a 

robust and taller “breed” than the mountainous zone of the southern Banat. 

We specify also that, a marked sexual dimorphism characterise the cattle 

individuals, the diff erence between sexes is around 20 cm. Sure enough the 

“Ostrov “should have had to off er propitious conditions as the lower zone 

for bovines’ breeding. A single complete metacarpus collected from Ostrov 

(Gârla Mare level) appreciated a tall of 118 cm (male). Th e few metric data 

taken on breath of bones fi t into the Bronze Age population of the Banat 

Plain28. It is also worth mentioning that the castration phenomenon was 

pretty extent all over the region, especially at Foeni. We conclude that small 

and medium size individuals were exploited throughout the Banat during 

the Bronze Age habitations.

Sheep/goat About 892 remaining bones was collected from small 

ruminants, sheep being at least three-fold more numerous than goat. 

Referring to skull parts and horn cores, three types of horn cores were 

documented in case of sheep. Th e males bore heavy, three-edged and twisted 

outward horn cores, so-called “copper age type”. Th e form is dominant in all 

the sites regardless of culture. As a characteristic the pieces are medium-

big sized. Averages of 53.8 mm (41-62.5, n=5) for great diameter of the base 
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and 36 mm (28-43, n=4) for the small one were estimated. A very massive 

pair of pieces (250/62.5/43/175 mm) was collected at Gornea Păzărişte. 

Th is type was also found at Pecica29. Females had rudimentary horn cores, 

“turbary type” (2 pieces); hornless skulls were not found in our samples, 

though this type occasionally appears in Bronze Age sites30. Th e stature of 

the sheep was estimated of being 63.7; 72.3 cm (Teichert), on two complete 

metapodii, at Foeni -“Cimitirul Ortodox”. Unfortunately the other sites 

of the Banat didn’t provide additional data on this subject. Th e current 

measurements point out the sheep exploited in the Bronze Age sites of 

the Banat belong to a taller and more robust “breed” vs. that exploited in 

Neolithic31. Little information about sheep exploited on “Ostrov” exists. 

Generally the values taken on fragmentary bones fi t into the Middle Bronze 

Age sheep variation on the Romanian territory32. Few goat horn cores of 

“aegagrus type” (females), with a typical morphology: scimitar forms, not 

twisted, biconvex or plan convex on cross-section33 were found. A single 

piece of large dimensions (154/54.5/34.5/157 mm), with well-developed 

outward twisting (“prisca type”) originating in a bock was found at Gornea 

-Păzărişte. Goat was more robust than sheep as the data reveal.  No withers 

heights were estimated in the mentioned period for goat.

Pig 1,287 fragments were collected from species in the cited samples. 

About the absolute height, values of 61.1-79.9 cm (Teichert) (average – 74.1 

cm; n=9) were appraised in the Banat Plain. For the sites riverain to the 

Danube could not make estimations, but similar increased values were 

reckoned after other corporal parameters. By and large the metric data are 

consistent with those noted in other Bronze Age site in our regions34. Th e 

values are raised in relation to previous epochs35, as everywhere in Bronze 

Age sites in southeast Europe, opinion generally received36. To what degree 

just the accidental (or deliberate) mixtures with the boar are the source of 

these well-built individuals is diffi  cult to say. Professor Haimovici went into 

the problem and explained that a wave of large pig individuals penetrated 

from eastwards at the end of Neolithic, together with the human migrations. 

A new domestication of the autochthonous boar (greater than the central 

European species) is not excluded as well37.

Horse 207 bones derive from species according to registered data. Some 

complete pieces suggest animals with withers heights of 133.3 – 140.1 cm 

(Kiesewalter), average – 136.9 cm (n=4). According to the values of the index 

of diaphysis width of two metacarpals, slender-legged and medium-legged 

extremities were supposed. In broad lines, the other measurements uphold 

the existence of small and medium size animals. For all that, at Corneşti the 

metric data suggest robust and taller animals as compare to other sites in 
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the southeast Banat38. Little information exists about the horses exploited 

on Ostrov, due to the limited sample. We presume they didn’t diff er from 

horses raised in other areas. Human communities exploited a variety of 

horse exemplars during Bronze Age in the mentioned region, a foregone 

conclusion.

Dog An important number of dog bones emerged in the mentioned 

sites, about 90 remainders. According to the basal length of Dahr, 33.3 % 

of mandibles fall into “palustris” class, 33.3 % into “ladogensis”, 16.7 % into 

“intermedius” and 16.7 % into „very large” class. Th is supposes that, small, 

medium and big size individuals existed around the sites. Accordingly, 

a diversifying of species occurred during the Bronze Age, the big type 

generalised vs. Neolithic when exemplars of small stature prevailed39.
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EXPLOATAREA ANIMALELOR ÎN EPOCA 

BRONZULUI ÎN SUD-VESTUL ROMÂNIEI CU 

REFERIRE SPECIALĂ LA OSTROVUL CORBULUI

Rezumat

Într-un material de sinteză se tratează aspectele legate de exploatarea 

animalelor în situri ale epocii bronzului din Câmpia Banatului, sudul 

provinciei şi Ostrovul Corbului. Materialul prezintă în prima parte date 

generale legate de mărimea eşantioanelor, amplasarea biogeografi că 

a siturilor respective. Se continuă cu prezentarea frecvenţei speciilor 

în aşezările menţionate, apoi se tratează probleme legate de vârstele 

de sacrifi care ale speciilor domestice. În fi nal se insistă asupra taliei şi 

conformaţiei corporale a mamiferelor domestice.
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Fig. 1 - Th e cattle stature in SW Romania / Talia vitei în SV României
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domestice-sălbatice în aşezări de epoca bronzului în SV României


